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RectUtils is a handy and reliable Delphi component that provides a set of utilities for
developing projects related to rectangles, ranges and points, as well as a tool for designing
gadgets consisting of similar parts, i.e. the TLayout library. RectUtils Features: Highlights:
Tables Drawing tools: Rectangle Ranges Point Pie Shapes Arrays Container Hierarchical
containers Layout Layout editors Visual-gadget templates Parameters: Very easy to use: 3rd
party developers can use it without any problems. Designing gadgets: Various gadgets based
on rectangles, ranges and points can be drawn using the TLayout library. Tools for creating
visual gadgets: The TLayout library includes tools for designing visual gadgets (visual-gadget
templates). RectUtils Components: rectsel: A generic class to operate with rectangles.
rectsel.ColorTool: A tool to highlight rectangles, ranges and points that are the color
specified by the ColorSpec parameter. rectsel.DelimiterTool: A tool to draw lines that delimit
rectangles, ranges and points. rectsel.LineTool: A tool to draw lines that delimit rectangles,
ranges and points. rectsel.ShapeTool: A tool to draw rectangles, ranges and points.
rectsel.Tool.ColorTool: A tool to select a color for the current rectangle, range or point.
rectsel.Tool.DelimiterTool: A tool to select a color for the current rectangle, range or point.
rectsel.Tool.LineTool: A tool to select a color for the current rectangle, range or point.
rectsel.Tool.PointTool: A tool to select a color for the current rectangle, range or point.
rectsel.Tool.ShapeTool: A tool to select a color for the current rectangle, range or point.
rectsel.Tool.Tool: A tool to change the current color to the color specified by the ColorSpec
parameter. rectsel.Tool.ToolB: A tool that changes the current color to the color specified by
the ColorSpec parameter. rectsel.ToolB.ColorTool: A tool that changes the current color to
the color
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... RectUtils help you to solve a lot of common rectangles related problems, and add-in a
simple design interface. The GUI of RectUtils is a result of adding an artistic color interface
to the normal interface. The GUI of RectUtils is quite easy to use because the main interface
is designed to work in the easiest way for the most people. RectUtils has a variety of
interesting and useful features, including: - Unit tests are used to ensure correct and stable
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operation of the software. - Different views, including normal, hidden and free floating views.
- Support for a wide range of routines to calculate and manipulate rectangles, including: -
Points of interest: coordinates of these points are useful for graphing, as well as for the
determination of size and position of elements in a graphic user interface. - Rectangles, arcs,
lines, circles, ellipses, areas, and polygons (all the mentioned objects are useful for drawing
and laying out graphics and controls on a form). - Arithmetic operations (summing,
subtracting, concatenating, and negating). - Concatenation, concatenating and multiplying of
units. - The center of a rectangle or other shape is returned. - Transforms, i.e., the
coordinates of a rectangle are transformed by one or several transformations, including
scaling, rotating, translating, and skew. - Combination with many other open source
packages (for example, JPGraphLib), and no modification is needed to use them. - Transfer of
messages to the Open Event Box of Windows using an application-specific Add-In. - The
rectangle coordinates are stored in an XML file that can be edited using a standard text
editor (and copied to clipboard). - Rectangle automatization (i.e., Rectanglers) that can create
rectangles automatically from other types of objects. - Many convenient, useful, and easy to
use units, classes, and methods. - The RectUtils component is designed to be as user friendly
as possible and it includes an easy to use interface with a colored graphics style. -
Components have an easy to understand documentation. - The components are well
documented and have a lot of sample code. - The source code is also available for the main
application and for all the components. - The RectUtils source code is also licensed under
LGPL. What is new in this release 2edc1e01e8
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RectUtils.pas is a set of tools that simplify the coding of Windows applications. This is a
collection of predefined methods and structures that allow you to simplify the job of
programming the manipulation of coordinates and rectangles, as well as ranges and points.
RectUtils includes classes that allows you to: - Group the drawing of rectangles into TLayout
classes (e.g. TButtonLayout, TCheckBoxLayout, etc.) - Convert Delphi points to Windows
coordinates (e.g. converting a point to absolute or relative coordinates) - Work with common
rectangles (for example: TGridBagLayout, TFormLayout, TFrameLayout, TTableLayout, etc.)
The use of the RectUtils component is very simple. You need only include the RectUtils unit
in your project and then use the classes and structures of the unit to simplify the process of
drawing rectangles and ranges. Usage: - Include the RectUtils unit in your project and add it
to the 'uses' list of the units that you are using. - Add a RectUtils unit type to any class that
works with rectangles. - Create a new instance of the TLayout class, set the properties and
call the functions and procedures of the unit. For example, the following code creates a new
TFormLayout instance, sets the properties of the layout, and adds the layout to the form: //
Create a new TFormLayout instance TFormLayout:=TFormLayout.Create(self); // Set some
properties TFormLayout.Alignment:=TFormLayout.ALIGN_LEFT;
TFormLayout.Children:=nil; TFormLayout.Caption:=StringGrid1.Cells[1,1].Text;
TFormLayout.Left:=10; TFormLayout.Name:='FormLayout1'; TFormLayout.Show;
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System Requirements For RectUtils:

OS: Windows XP SP2 / Windows Vista / Windows 7 / Windows 8 Processor: P4 800MHz
Memory: 4 GB Graphics: Nvidia 8800 GT DirectX: 9.0 Hard Drive: 6 GB available space
Sound Card: Intel HDA To start the game please use the provided CD or the provided DVD
for this version. Everything else for this version is the same as with the previous one. How to
Play: Use arrow keys to move Use W
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